Shopping Sunglasses in
Travel Retail
Cannes, October 2017

Methodology
TARGET GROUP
N = 1’830 DF Sunglasses Visitors
DATA COLLECTION
Online interviews conducted
using m1nd-set’s database of
interna:onal travelers.

June - July 2017
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3 Main Segments of Sunglasses Shoppers
EMOTIONAL BRAND IMAGE SHOPPERS

Mostly buy sunglasses for themselves. OMen plan in advance. The least price-sensiRve, with a
strong focus on brand, rather than prices and promo:ons. Know the category well - will expect
expert advice from staﬀ. OMen seek products which are unique / can’t be found elsewhere. Key
barriers to purchase are related to the assortment.

IMPULSE TREAT BUYERS

Buy mostly for treaRng themselves, or just to browse around. Purchase is not pre-planned. Like
geEng advice from the sales staﬀ as it’s part of the experience and makes it more enjoyable.
Special promoRons and DF Exclusives aIract them and are likely to trigger an impulse purchase.

INSECURE GIFTERS

Want to buy sunglasses as a giY but haven’t planned the speciﬁc brand or product. Need the
advice from the staﬀ to make a decision or reassure them about their choice. Probably won’t buy
if they don’t get the advice they need. Compare prices before buying, although savings are not
the main reason for purchasing.
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Planning of Visits to the Sunglasses DF category / shop

Impulse Visit
Planned Visit

36%

64%

Ques:on: Did you plan in advance your visit to the Sunglasses category/shop?

Millennial Sunglasses
shoppers (46%) are
more likely to plan
their visit to the DF
shop!
Sunglasses shoppers
from the Middle East
(52%), Africa (51%)
and Asia-Paciﬁc (50%)
are also more
frequent planners
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Top 10 drivers of visiRng the Sunglasses DF secRon / shop
Wanted to browse around

36%
26%

To see if there was any promo:on
Looking for something to buy as a giM for
someone

24%

Just wanted to kill :me before my ﬂight

24%
24%

Knew that there is a price advantage
Felt like buying a treat for myself

22%
21%

A product/brand visible from outside
The shop looked invi:ng / aIrac:ve

20%

Speciﬁc purchase in mind

19%

Visible promo:on/adver:sement
Ques:on: What made you decide to visit the Sunglasses category/shop?

17%
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Drivers of visiRng the Sunglasses DF secRon / shop

Women are more likely to visit Sunglasses
because they “want to browse around”, “kill
Rme” and “feel like buy a treat for myself”

Millennials tend to men:on
a higher number of visit
drivers, the top ones being
“browse around”, “price
advantage” and “look for
promoRons”

Men oMen visit Sunglasses because
they “want to buy a giY”, “kill Rme”
and “saw a product or brand from
outside”

Leisure travellers oMen visit
Sunglasses “to look for
promoRons”, because “the
shop looked afracRve” and
“they saw a visible
promoRon or ad”

Ques:on: What made you decide to visit the Sunglasses category/shop?

Business travellers
oMen visit
Sunglasses “to buy
a giY”, and “have a
purchase in mind”
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Drivers of visiRng the Sunglasses secRon / shop

Africans are more likely to visit Sunglasses because
of “price advantage”, “saw product/brand visible
outside of DF”, “speciﬁc purchase in mind” and
“they saw a visible promoRon or ad”

Asia-Paciﬁc travellers tend to be
keen on visi:ng Sunglasses,
most likely for “price
advantage”, “feel like buy a
treat for myself” and “they saw
a visible promoRon or ad”

Americas travellers tend to men:on a
lower number of visit drivers, the top
ones being “want to browse around”
and “to look for promoRons”

Europeans also men:on low
number of visit drivers, the
top reasons for them to visit
are: “want to browse
around”, “kill Rme” and “to
look for promoRons”

Middle-Eastern
travellers oMen visit
Sunglasses due to
“price advantage”, and
“they saw a visible
promoRon or ad”

Ques:on: What made you decide to visit the Sunglasses category/shop?
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Value for Money PercepRon of DF Sunglasses
About half of the visitors have a posiRve percepRon on the Value for Money, where 18% perceive
that Sunglasses secRon oﬀers excellent value for Money.

TOTAL

49%
Posi:ve

34%
Neutral

17%
Nega:ve

Sunglasses Buyers (76%) are very clearly more posiRve about DF Sunglasses Value for
Money than the average of Sunglasses Visitors (49%)
Millennials (62% vs 41% of Older travellers) and Leisure travellers (51% vs 44% of
Business travellers) are also more likely to have a posiRve percepRon
That is also true for Sunglasses visitors from Africa (69%), Asia-Paciﬁc (65%) and the
Middle East (52%)
Ques:on: What did you think of the value for money in Sunglasses category/shop?
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Sunglasses Buyers Proﬁle
DEMOGRAPHICS
GENDER

AGE

TRAVEL BEHAVIOUR
AVERAGE AGE

34

60%

MILLENNIALS

65%

40%

OLDER

TRAVEL CLASS
ECONOMY

BUSINESS

PREMIUM ECO.

FIRST

26%

35%

26%

13%

AIRLINE
REGULAR

88%

35%
PURPOSE OF TRIP
LAST TRIP
BUSINESS

27%

#TRIPS (L12M)
AVERAGE

CHARTER

LOW COST

2%

10%

TRIP COMPANION (TOP2B)
ALONE

PARTNER/SPOUSE

24%

28%

4.2
TIME OF ARRIVAL - AIRPORT

LEISURE

73%

4.5

<1 h

11%

2h

25%

1.5 h

30%

2.5 h

16%

3h

19%
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Purpose of DF Sunglasses Purchase
About 7 in 10 buyers purchase Sunglasses for themselves and almost 3 in 10 buy it as a giY

68%

TOTAL
For myself

26%
As a giM

7%

On Request for someone else

Females (73%), Older (73%) and Leisure travellers (71%) are slightly more inclined to
purchase sunglasses in DF for themselves.
Males (28%), Millennials (28%) and Business travellers (30%) are in turn a bit more
likely to purchase sunglasses for a giY.
Ques:on: What was the main purpose for which you bought Sunglasses?
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DF Sunglasses Purchase Drivers
87%

Value (Net)

37%
37%

Clear price advantage vs local market / online
It oﬀered good value for money
Brand: one of my favourites
Special promo:on
AIrac:ve giM with the purchase

28%
22%
21%
74%

Experience in store/naviga:on (Net)
I tried it in the shop and I liked it
The display of the product
I had enough :me to choose
I was in the mood to indulge myself
I saw the brand from outside
I was aIracted by the packaging

32%
27%
27%
23%
22%
20%
61%

Exclusive / Diﬀerent (Net)

29%
26%

I felt like buying something diﬀerent
It is a product I cannot ﬁnd at home
The product Duty Free exclusive
Ques:on: Which of the following reasons made you buy in Sunglasses Category at DF?

18%
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DF Sunglasses Purchase Drivers
Suitability for Speciﬁc Purpose (Net)

59%
33%

It was perfect as a treat for myself
It was perfect as a souvenir from my trip
It was suitable as a giM

29%
8%
38%

Inﬂuence / Prescrip:on (Net)
A friend / rela:ve recommended it
Someone asked me to buy this speciﬁc product

22%
19%
38%

Convenience (Net)
It saves me going to another shop, it was convenient
I usually don't have :me to shop

27%
18%
32%

Travel (Net)
I needed to buy something to use / consume during my trip
I needed to buy something I forgot to pack

21%
19%

Staﬀ (Net)

26%

The sales staﬀ recommended it

26%

Ques:on: Which of the following reasons made you buy in Sunglasses Category at DF?
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DF Sunglasses Purchase Drivers
#1: VALUE
More important reason for Males (91% - vs 81% for Females).
#2: EXPERIENCE IN STORE
Men are more likely to get aIracted by the display (31% - vs 23%).
#3: EXCLUSIVITY/DIFFERENCE
More important driver for Males (71% vs 47% for Females)
and Millennials (67% vs 52% for Older).
Middle Easterns (81%) and Africans (75%) are also
signiﬁcantly more likely to purchase because of this reason.
Ques:on: Which of the following reasons made you buy in Sunglasses Category at DF?
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Level of Planning of Sunglasses purchase
Sunglasses purchases are mostly planned in advance. However, only 8% knew the exact product
wanted and 13% the brand wanted, providing many opportuni:es for in-store engagement.
23% bought
Sunglasses on
Impulse

77% had
planned their
Sunglasses
purchase, at
least to some
extent

23%

I bought completely on impulse

24%

Planned to buy something in the
Sunglasses without any speciﬁc idea

20%
12%
13%
8%

Planned to buy something in the
Sunglasses and had some ideas of the
type of product wanted
I only had a certain budget in mind
Planned to buy in the Sunglasses
because I wanted to buy a speciﬁc
brand
Planned to buy the speciﬁc product

Ques:on: To which extent did you plan your purchase of Sunglasses?

Pre-Planning is even
more frequent amongst
Millennials (84% vs
66% for Older
travellers)
AsPac (85%) and
African (83%)
travellers
(but very low for
Europeans: only 52%)
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Price Comparison in the Sunglasses secRon
Price Comparison is a very common behaviour amongst Sunglasses buyers. The key references are
downtown stores, followed by other DF stores and online.
27% didn’t
compare
prices

27%
19%

73%
compared
prices of
Sunglasses
before buying
them

29%

26%

No

Some speciﬁc groups of travellers are
more likely to compare prices before
buying:

Yes, with prices on
the Internet

Yes, with prices in
downtown stores

Millennials (78% vs 65% of Older)
Leisure travellers (76% vs 65% of
Business)
Males (75% vs 70% of Females)

Yes, with the prices
in Duty Free shops
at other airports

Ques:on: Did you compare prices when you did your purchase? If, yes, compared with (other airports/downtown/online)
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Previous Experience with the Sunglasses brand bought
Never bought sunglasses
of this brand before
Had bought sunglasses of
this brand before

Travel Retail is clearly a
channel for discovering
new products

Almost six out of ten
Sunglasses buyers
bought a brand they had
never bought before
No diﬀerences between
demographic groups

41%

59%

Ques:on: Was it the ﬁrst :me you bought this brand of sunglasses?

Travellers from AsPac
are even more likely to
buy new sunglasses
brands in DF (67%)
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DF Exclusive & Unique Sunglasses

Didn’t buy DF Exclusive /
unique sunglasses

46%

Bought DF Exclusive /
unique sunglasses

54%

Ques:on: Did you buy a unique product, which is not found elsewhere?

Millennials are
especially likely to look
for DF Exclusive &
Unique sunglasses in
Duty Free (62%)

Buyers from Africa and
AsPac very oMen buy DF
Exclusive & Unique
sunglasses, compared to
Europeans and
Americans
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Sales Staﬀ InteracRon in the Sunglasses secRon
InteracRons are very frequent and staﬀ appears to be quite proacRve in approaching shoppers in
the Sunglasses sec:on.

36%

27%

Yes, I approached a member
of the staﬀ
Yes, a member of the staﬀ
approached me

37%

64%

of Sunglasses visitors
had an interac:on
with the sales staﬀ

No interac:on apart from
payment

Millennials interact signiﬁcantly more than Older travellers (70% vs 60%). That is also true for
African (84%) and AsPac (77%) shoppers, whereas Europeans interact the least (49%).
Moreover, those who bought Sunglasses were much more likely to have an interacRon with
staﬀ (83%) than the average of Sunglasses visitors (64%)
Ques:on: Did you interact with the sales staﬀ in the sunglasses sec:on?
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Sales Staﬀ Inﬂuence in the Sunglasses secRon
Sales staﬀ interac:on is strongly inﬂuenRal in the Sunglasses secRon (64% of those who interact are
inﬂuenced)…
36% were not
inﬂuenced by the
interac:on with staﬀ

23%

No, I would have purchased the same product even
without the advice from the store staﬀ

13%

No, I bought something diﬀerent than what the
store staﬀ advised

11%
64% were inﬂuenced
by the interac:on
with staﬀ

24%

30%

Yes, without the advice from the store staﬀ I would
not have purchased anything

…especially amongst
Millennials (70%)
Males (69%)

Yes, I bought something diﬀerent than what I
planned based on advice from store staﬀ

Leisure travellers (67%)

Yes, I was hesita:ng between two or more products
and the store staﬀ helped me make a decision

Africans (75%), Middle
Easterns (71%) and
AsPac (68%)

Ques:on: Would you say that the choice you made was inﬂuenced by the sales staﬀ?
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Touch points for Sunglasses before the DF shop

36% of DF Sunglasses shoppers noRced touch points about these products before arriving to the
DF shop… These touch points were:

Online (Net)
Billboards / posters (Net)
Billboards / posters at the airport
Billboards / posters in the street – in my country
Billboards / posters in the street – in my des:na:on country
On-board the plane (Net)
In-ﬂight magazine
In-ﬂight sales catalogue
In-ﬂight entertainment system
Tradi:onal media (Net)
Ads in magazines
Ar:cles in magazines
Discussing with friends / rela:ves (NET)

95%

66%
48%

More details on
Online touch points
in the next page

22%
12%

63%
43%
29%
12%

53%
38%
22%

42%

Ques:on: At which of the following points on your most recent interna:onal air trip did you no:ce informa:on about Duty Free products, before you arrived to the Duty
Free shop?
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Online Touch points for Sunglasses

36%

34%

Out of them, 95%
menRoned
Online touch
points

OF DF SUNGLASSES SHOPPERS
SAW TOUCH POINTS BEFORE
ARRIVING TO THE DF SHOP

51%

OF DF SUNGLASSES SHOPPERS
INTERACTED WITH ONLINE
TOUCH POINTS BEFORE
ARRIVING TO THE DF SHOP

TYPES OF ONLINE TOUCH POINTS NOTICED

39%
30%

30%

27%

When I was
DF shop
Oﬃcial brand's
Ads in other
Posts on social
booking my trip:
website /
website /
websites, online
media
e.g. ads on airline smartphone app smartphone app banner campaigns
website

20%

Ads on social
media

18%

13%

Downtown
Specialized
shop's website / website or blogs
smartphone app

Ques:on: At which of the following points on your most recent interna:onal air trip did you no:ce informa:on about Duty Free products, before you arrived to the Duty
Free shop?
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Usage of Electronic Devices: Duty Free vs DomesRc

(5) Extremely frequently

When shopping
domes:cally
When shopping
in Duty Free
shops

4

3

42%

20%

2

29%

22%

20%

(1) Never
16%

13%

6%

26%

7%

Top 2
Boxes

Bofom 2
Boxes

Avg.

71%

13%

3.9

41%

39%

3.0

Millennials are signiﬁcantly more likely to use electronic devices when shopping for sunglasses in Duty Free
than older travellers: 56% do it oMen (vs 31%)
Similarly, those who bought Sunglasses in DF are more likely to use electronic devices while shopping in DF
(64% vs 41%), indica:ng the importance of digital engagement.
Ques:on: How oMen do you use your electronic devices (Smartphone, tablet etc) for informa:on on shopping for Sunglasses?
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Reasons for Not Buying Sunglasses
Price & Promo:ons (Net)
Lack of promo:ons/sales
Prices too high vs home country
Prices too high vs des:na:on
I wanted to compare prices ﬁrst
Prices too high vs other DF
Assortment (Net)
Not really aIracted by the products
Nothing new & interes:ng
Too similar to products in local shops
Not a broad range of products
Nothing suitable for giMing
No Duty Free exclusive products
Nothing suitable as a souvenir
Looking for a speciﬁc product / brand
Lack of local experience
I did not ﬁnd my usual products
Couldn't ﬁnd high quality products
I felt overwhelmed by the choice
Unsure about product authen:city

77%
40%
35%
21%
21%
14%
72%
31%
28%
15%
14%
13%
11%
10%
10%
8%
6%
6%
5%
3%

Ques:on: What were the reasons for not buying Sunglasses in the DF?

Customs and Carrying items (Net)
I did not want to carry more items
Unsure about custom regula:ons
Airline limita:on to one bag
Buying elsewhere (Net)
I bought elsewhere on my trip
Sales Staﬀ (Net)
Staﬀ didn't speak my language
Store staﬀ was not helpful enough
Store staﬀ was not available
I did not get the advice I needed
Shop atmosphere (Net)
Store was too busy
The atmosphere in the shop
Queue to pay was too long
Other (Net)
I was just browsing around
Not enough :me to choose
I had already spent my budget
I never buy in Duty free
Other

27%
20%
7%
6%
18%
18%
14%
5%
5%
5%
4%
14%
7%
6%
4%
44%
26%
12%
8%
4%
3%
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RecommendaRons

DUTY FREE
EXCLUSIVE

OFFER MORE UNIQUE &
TRAVEL RELATED PRODUCTS

SELECT & TRAIN
EXCELLENT SALES STAFF

PROVIDE SUITABLE
GIFTING ITEMS
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RecommendaRons

UNDERSTAND AND
TARGET MILLENNIALS

COMMUNICATE ON
MULTIPLE TOUCH
POINTS IN AN VISUALLY
APPEALING WAY

ENGAGE THROUGH
DIGITAL MARKETING
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